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The Adventures of Wendy Howard-Watts is a fictitious - but
emotionally, politically and hilariously REAL - take on a
famous broadsheet's professional interviewer. The
protagonist's own take on the worlds of uber thespians, rock
stardom, art fraud and mega wealth are hilarious and fused
with her own vulnerabilities. The author has first hand
experience as well as well honed writing skills and a sense of
humour.'
Based on extensive research and interviews, presents a
history of hip-hop that covers such topics as the evolution of
the turntable, the world of DJ battles, the influence of digital
technology, and the politics of race and gender.
The Scarlet Pimpernel is a play and adventure novel by
Baroness Orczy set during the Reign of Terror following the
start of the French Revolution. The title character, Sir Percy
Blakeney, represents the original "hero with a secret identity"
that inspired subsequent literary creations such as Don Diego
de la Vega (El Zorro) and Bruce Wayne (Batman). The
League of the Scarlet Pimpernel is a sequel book to the
classic adventure tale, The Scarlet Pimpernel. First published
in 1919, the book consists of short stories about Sir Percy
Blakeney's exploits in rescuing various aristos and French
citizens from the clutches of the guillotine. First published in
1908, The Elusive Pimpernel is the 4th book in the classic
adventure series about the Scarlet Pimpernel. The Triumph of
the Scarlet Pimpernel, first published in 1922, is the last book
in the series about the Scarlet Pimpernel's adventures. Again
Orczy interweaves historic fact with fiction, this time through
the real life figures of Thérésa Cabarrus, and Jean-Lambert
Tallien. Baroness "Emmuska" Orczy ( 1865 – 1947) was a
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Hungarian-born British novelist, playwright and artist of noble
origin. She is most known for her series of novels featuring
the Scarlet Pimpernel. Some of her paintings were exhibited
at the Royal Academy in London.
Retells the early exploits of the legendary Finn MacCool
before he went on to become a great Irish hero.
This unique book features an array of approaches, strategies,
and tools for teaching multiculturally in the early years. The
teachers and classrooms portrayed here provide young
children with rich educational experiences that empower them
to understand themselves in relation to others. You will see
how amazing teachers engage in culturally responsive
teaching that fosters educational equity while also meeting
state and national standards (such as the Common Core
State Standards). This engaging book is sprinkled with
questions for reflection and implementation that encourage
educators to start planning ways of enhancing their own
teaching, making their early childhood setting a more
equitable learning space. Book Features: Multicultural
education in action,including the everyday issues and
tensions experienced by children and their families. Powerful
vignettes from diverse Head Start, preschool, kindergarten,
1st- and 2nd-grade classrooms throughout the United States.
Sections on “Getting Started” and “Considering Obstacles
and Exploring Possibilities” in each chapter. A list of
multicultural children’s books and resources for further
reading. Chapters: Multicultural Tools and Strategies for
Teaching Young Children Multicultural Education as
Transformative Education Interviews: Encouraging Children
to Ask Questions Critical Inquiry: Supporting Children’s
Investigations Culture Circles with Multicultural Literature:
Addressing Issues of Fairness Community Resources and
Home Literacies: Developing Funds of Knowledge
Technology: Media(ting) Multicultural Teaching Storytelling
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and Story Acting: Creating Spaces for Children to Negotiate
Change Reflecting on the Possibilities of Teaching
Multiculturally: What Next? What If? Mariana Souto-Manning
is Associate Professor of Education in the Department of
Curriculum and Teaching at Teachers College, Columbia
University. “A profound, rich, and rewarding meditation and
deep conversation with teachers fully engaging young
children with culture, social history, and learning for the
future. This wide-ranging book escapes temporal, spatial, and
disciplinary boundaries. Read it and reflect on how you can
take it into your own life of learning.” —Shirley Brice Heath,
Professor Emerita, Stanford University “Early childhood
educators will experience this unique book as a warm and
detailed invitation to engage in multicultural education. The
emphasis throughout is on “multi”—multiple pedagogical
approaches, from culture circles to podcasts to story acting,
and multiple cultural heritages embodied by active children
and teachers. From a critical perspective and alongside
creative teachers who aspire to be transformative, SoutoManning links accessible theory with rich and thoughtful
practices.” —Celia Genishi, Professor of Education, Teachers
College, Columbia University “Mariana Souto-Manning’s
Multicultural Teaching in the Early Childhood Classroom
rightly places the use of deficit thinking and ineffective
teaching strategies in the wasteland of classroom instruction.
The author superbly documents and explains ways of
teaching multiculturally that will richly benefit the learning of
all students and make teaching become the fun that teachers
dreamed it would be when they first said, ‘I want to teach
because I love kids.’” —Carl A. Grant, Hoefs-Bascom
Professor, University of Wisconsin-Madison “Multicultural
Teaching in the Early Childhood Classroom encourages
teachers to honor, affirm, and challenge even our very
youngest children to think inclusively, critically, and
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democratically—a necessity if we are to help develop
knowledgeable, caring, and empowered learners.” —Sonia
Nieto, Professor Emerita, University of Massachusetts,
Amherst
Over Sixty Years of Tales of Fun, Folly, Friendship, Faith, and
Fishing We are recording our adventures in this little book
with heavy hearts. Due to the many issues that accompany
the aging process, we may be closing a very important
chapter in our lives. But this will not keep us from continuing
to share our experiences, our tales. It all started like a Mark
Twain novel, but the Tom Sawyers and Huckleberry Finns in
our stories have never grown up. Though we all have now
passed the seventy-year marker, we are still just boys at
heart. Our enthusiasm and passion for adventure have not
waned one iota. We view this little volume as more than a
fishing storybook; it is our testimony to one of Gods greatest
gifts: the capacity for brotherly love. And fishermen may be
inherently gifted in this regard. Remember Jesus called
several fishermen to be his disciple buddies, and they shared
many stories with us. Catching fish is just icing on the cake.
Men by nature can be tough, demanding, competitive, and
even self-centered. But we have found that time away
together sharing, encouraging, eating, drinking cough
medicine, and oh yes, fishing results in a special bond. You
see the cake is the pure joy and blessing of being part of a
band of brothers. We have a parting tradition each time we
leave the country; we give each other a bear hug and say, I
love you, brother!
The intriguing journey of a woman ER doctor and vegetarian
who takes up hunting to accompany the love of her life.
Hunting adventures and outdoor stories from thirty years of
successful hunts are told with humor and sensitivity. Includes
hunting how-to wisdom, tips, and recipes.
Grab this cute Say Yes New Adventure Journal as a gift for a
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friend or family member who loves Positivity presents! This
journal is perfect for bullet journaling, organising, planning,
writing, taking notes or keeping a diary! Usage: Gratitude
Journal 5 Minute Journal Affirmation Journal Mindfulness
Journal Happiness, Positivity, Mood Journal Prayer Journal
Writing, Poetry Journal Travel Journal Work, Goal Journal
Daily Planner Dream Journal Yoga, Fitness, Weight Loss
Journal Recipe, Food Journal Password Journal Art Journal
Log Book Diary Features: 6 x 9 page size 120 pages Dotted
grid pages Cream/Ivory colored paper Soft cover / paperback
Matte finish cover
Adventures in Risky Play is Rusty Keeler at his finest.
Congenial and provocative, Rusty invites readers to new
insight and action as they relate to children at play. When
adults increase their tolerance for children's risk-taking, play
becomes what it is meant to be - an expression of freedom,
exploration, creativity and growth. Navigating risk is a crucial
life skill, this book calls on parents and educators to allow,
support and celebrate risk, in play.Fun is guaranteed as
Rusty takes you on a tour of wild places -- schools,
community playgrounds, education centers, forests. From
engagement with mud, fire and water to developed anarchy
zones and adventure playgrounds in the US and around the
world - Rusty celebrates play and makes a compelling
argument for adults to step back and let go a little (or a lot),
so children can come to understand themselves - and world
around them - through the sheer joy of play.
Meet Raj Kumar Reddy and his brother in life, Iqbal Ali
Mohammad Khan. They are Gandhians. Peace-lovers. Truthseekers. At least in intention if not yet in action. Means what?
As Iqbal puts it, “How can we say we are pursuing truth if we
do nothing but drink tea and go to office and eat dinner and
love our families? If we say pursuit, then we must pursue.”
And so, when the price of onion increases by hundreds of
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percents, they set about pursuing the truth. After all, an onion
problem is never a small problem in India. Governments have
fallen because of onion problem. Murders have been
committed because of onion problem. And these are just the
facts. The rumors are much, much worse. They say that the
1947 partition between India and Pakistan was thirty-five
percent due to onion problem. Current border disputes with
China are minimum eighty percent related to onion problem.
After all, China is the number one producer of onion and India
is number two. Onion requires land for cultivation, and
therefore any land dispute is almost definitely related to the
desire to move ahead in the onion rankings! Shamelessly
trivializing everything from Indo-Pak relations and terrorism to
food-shortage and foreign-policy, The Gandhian Adventures
of Raj & Iqbal is a quirky, desi satire about friendship and
patriotism in the Indian subcontinent. ZUBIN J. SHROFF
writes unique, entertaining, eclectic novels, many of which
contain elements of satire, drama, and surrealism.
An anthology of European drama. Includes the Oresteia.
Oedipus the King. The Trojan Women, Everyman, and The
Mandrake, among others. Each play is preceded by a critical
introduction.
When George Goodnight, a lawyer on the staff of a London
newspaper, finds his marriage has gone sour, his family
holiday is cancelled and his car, broken down on the
motorway, has been stolen, he walks through a gate in a
fence on a summer's day in the middle of England. What he
doesn't know, as he takes his first light steps across the sunlit
meadows near the tiny village of Somerbourne Magna, is that
he is embarking on a course that will take him far away from
the country, the surroundings and the way of life he has
always known. He is embarking on a journey that will
eventually take him to the other side of the world. As in his
earlier books, Arthur McCann and All His Women, Bare Nell
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and Ormerod's Landing, Leslie Thomas shows himself to be a
master of the sustained narrative novel of adventure and
romance as he evokes his hero's fitful progress round the
world. Along the way George has close encounters with
storms at sea and in the air; with poverty and despair; with
true love and exotic passion. He spends Christmas in prison,
encounters a substitute for the son he never had and tracks
down a girl who was swopped at birth for some rare stamps.
Always he moves on. Sometimes touching, sometimes
hilarious, sometimes alarming, the adventures of George
Goodnight and his shadowy alter ego, Oliver Loving,
represent stages in what is both a quest for excitement and
love and a haunting evocation of what happens when a man
starts running away from life and can't stop. The descriptions
of the cities and villages George travels to and the
extraordinary cast of people he encounters are sparkling and
authentic. This long, swirling novel, with comedy in its
buttonhole and pathos at its heart, is a tour de force and
wonderfully enthralling read.

"Well hello everyone, here we are again, we've been
out on two splendid adventures, one finds us out on
a milk float where we meet up with our very best
friend the beautiful white German Shepherd Dog, it's
always so nice to see him of course, whilst the other
one was spent at the famous Muncaster Castle, they
ve both been very exciting and we've made new
friends on each adventure. This book introduces you
to Mrs Murphy's delightful home baking, after being
on the milk float you'll find us out in the garden at
Bluebell Cottage with her, enjoying tea and sponge
buns then after returning from the castle you ll find
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us in the cottage, enjoying sponge buns again as
we're joined by the beautiful white German Shepherd
Dog. Treasure this book and keep it in a safe place.
Open it up in years to come and look back in time
and reflect upon your childhood." "
Like millions of young women her age, Carol Anne
entered college for the fall 2034 semester at 18
continuing to live a double-life as both a young
woman and a superhero in the form of MightyGirl.After her bitter break-up with her exboyfriend;Nicholas, C
"The Early Life and Adventures of Sylvia Scarlett" by
Compton MacKenzie. Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all ereaders and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
The Adventures of Mr. Clackworthy presents 8 tales
of Christopher Booth's antihero -- Amos
Clackworthy, swindler extraordinaire. Together with
his henchman The Early Bird, Mr. Clackworthy
pursues a life of crime, preying on those who
deserve to be conned. Included in this volume are:
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MR. CLACKWORTHY: AN INTRODUCTION, by
Steve Lewis MR. CLACKWORTHY TELLS THE
TRUTH MR. CLACKWORTHY WITHIN THE LAW
MR. CLACKWORTHY’S PIPE DREAM MR.
CLACKWORTHY TURNS CHEMIST MR.
CLACKWORTHY DIGS A HOLE MR.
CLACKWORTHY REVIVES A TOWN MR.
CLACKWORTHY SELLS SHORT MR.
CLACKWORTHY’S POT OF GOLD
This novel is the story of a boy's life, his struggles
and his strange experiences with higher forces. This
boy finds himself entangled in events beyond his
comprehension and confronts the issues of a family
tragedy when he loses his father. It begins in Atlanta
Georgia when he was ten and ends in a small
fictitious town named Sweet Creek when he was
thirteen. Although it deals with the adventures of a
ten-year-old boy, it's not a juvenile novel. It deals
with issues like friendship, family issues and racism.
It describes many adventures including some very
strange experiences in a mysterious cave. It takes
place during the decade of the sixties when racial
issues in Georgia were common. The story that
unfolds reflects the power of love to overcome
obstacles. The Strange Adventures of Joe Freeman,
Jr. is a unique and appealing piece of fiction with
original ideas that would be of interest to readers of
any age.
"Darkheart: a faded neutron star surrounded by dead
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planets. But there is life on one of these icy rocks -the last enclave of the Earth Empire, frozen in the
image of another time. As the rest of the galaxy
enjoys the fruits of the fledgling Federation, these
isolated Imperials, bound to obey a forgotten ideal,
harbour a dark obsession. The Doctor, Jamie and
Victoria arrive to find that the Federation has at last
come to reintegrate this lost colony, whether they
like it or not. But all is not well in the Federation
camp: relations and allegiances are changing. The
fierce Veltrochni -- angered by the murder of their
kinsmen -- have an entirely different agenda. And
someone else is manipulating the mission for his
own mysterious reasons -- another time traveler, a
suave and assured master of his work. The Doctor
must uncover the terrible secret which brought the
Empire to this desolate sector, and find the source of
the strange power maintaining their society. But can
a Time Lord, facing the ultimate temptation, control
his own desire? This adventure takes place between
the television stories The Web of Fear and Fury from
the Deep, and after the Missing Adventure Twilight
of the Gods."--Page 4 of cover.
"Algebra for first and second grade?" YES! "Early Adventures
in Algebra" builds a foundation in algebraic thinking for
students in the early primary grades. With "Zero the Hero,"
students learn the important role zero plays in our number
system. In a series of activities, including engaging games
and challenges, students solve for unknowns, explore the
concepts of equality and inequality, and represent and
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analyze mathematical situations using algebraic symbols.
Throughout the unit, the teacher encourages students to
explain their thinking. Sample teacher-student dialogues are
featured, based on real classroom interactions. This new
GEMS guide makes strong connections to the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Principles and
Standards of School Mathematics as it builds crucial
scaffolding for more complex algebraic reasoning in later
grades.
There will always be an England, no doubt, but what sort of
England will it be? Cohn takes a long wild ride through a
country he calls the Republic - a nation within a nation,
populated by the many millions who have either fallen out of
the Britannic mainstream, or chosen to jump. He meets the
rising stars of a new culture, and also the casualties. Their
collected stories, both weird and wonderful, combine to form
a tapestry quite unlike any notion of England that has ever
existed before. It is a land made up, among others, of outlaws
and insurgents, rampaging natives, second-generation
immigrants, visionaries, born-agains, football fans, fetishists,
New Age travellers, anarchists, DJs, street-fighters, graffiti
artists, Rastas, Odinists, Elvis impersonators, fire-swallowers
and even the Antichrist. Loud and angry, and charged with
furious energy, their voices define a world cut loose from
tradition and all certainty. Gone bananas, in fact. Nik Cohn's
republic may not be the only England out there. But it's the
most vivid.
While Tony Lawrence has authored numerous technical
publications over the years in his career in the energy
industry as a petrophysicist, this is his first book that
annotates his amazing personal life experiences while
traveling the world. Much like the path of a dragonfly, from
one place to the next, this is the story of his life, an anthology
set of books from his humble beginnings to one exciting
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adventure after another. Follow him from his home-sweethome in Alabama to exotic places all over the world, such as
the frozen Arctic and the highest peak in North America, to
the Thousand Islands and Bali in the South Pacific, along with
Europe, Africa and Asia along the way. See how he was able
to integrate business with pleasure during his career in
fulfilling many items on his "Bucket List.” The stories found
inside are based on true life events that are often ironic and
funny and which, occasionally, border on the "believe it or
not" category.
'I was 13 when I decided what I wanted to do in life was travel
and have adventures, be of some use to other people, and
have a family. Life worked out pretty much as I hoped.' Born
into middle-class poverty in the 1920s, David Scott was on
course for a corporate career until his uncle, Father Gerard
Tucker, invited him to become part of The Brotherhood of St
Laurence. Scott went on to become the director of the
Brotherhood turning it into the most significant agency for
social welfare in Australia. He also formed Community Aid
Abroad (now Oxfam) and played a leading role in galvanising
support for the East Timorese people when Indonesia
invaded. Always Say Yes follows Scott's life and
accomplishments and celebrates one of our giants of social
policy.
The creator of "Grey's Anatomy" and "Scandal" details the
one-year experiment with saying "yes" that transformed her
life, revealing how accepting unexpected invitations she
would have otherwise declined enabled powerful benefits.
The Early Adventures of Scarlet Pimpernel - 4 Books in One
EditionScarlet Pimpernel, The League of the Scarlet
Pimpernel, The Elusive Pimpernel & The Triumph of the
Scarlet Pimpernele-artnow

Adventures Await When You Overcome Fear This is
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the story of a normal family of five living a very
unusual life. The Medearis family has faced Middle
Eastern prisons, death threats, being kicked out of a
country two times, and war. It hasn't always been
easy, but in the midst of it all, the invitation of Jesus
to follow and not be afraid has won the day. But this
is more than just their story. It's also a guide to help
you step out in bold faith. Whether the call of Jesus
for you means international intrigue, giving up all you
have for the poor, or simply being the suburban
neighbor you were always meant to be, it's time to
begin your own adventure! To live a life where fear
takes a backseat and God takes the wheel. In the
end, of course, there are no promises of an easy life
or a path free of troubles. But enormous blessings
await those who walk in faith. It's time to go where
Jesus is calling and do what God is doing. Don't put
off the adventure he's been saving just for you.
"Reading Adventures in Saying Yes is so much fun
you don't realize at first how profound it is. . . . In an
era when people, races, religions, and countries are
being torn apart by fear, this call to move past fear
and follow Jesus into caring connections is essential
reading."--Lynne Hybels, Advocate for Global
Engagement, Willow Creek Community Church
"You'll cry. You'll laugh. You'll shake your head in
disbelief. But most of all, you'll never be the same
after this book. It will inspire and ignite you to go
beyond planning and start saying yes to Jesus'
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nonstop invitations to join him in what he's already
up to in the world."--Leonard Sweet, bestselling
author, professor (Drew University, George Fox
University, Tabor College), and chief contributor to
sermons.com "We are all looking for ways to be
inspired and challenged in our life with Jesus. Carl's
stories don't just entertain you. They call you to live
courageously in the face of your fears."--Jay Pathak,
Senior Pastor, Mile High Vineyard Church, and
coauthor of The Art of Neighboring "Carl Medearis
gives us a rare look into the utterly vulnerable,
harrowing, uplifting, and often witty adventures of
one who has dared to say yes in the face of fear for
the sake of the good news. What's most amazing
about this book is that it all actually happened. . . .
Brilliant. Simply brilliant."--Ted Dekker, New York
Times bestselling author "The gospel of Jesus is not
about security and segregation. . . . Adventures in
Saying Yes is a compelling call to embody the risky
faith and radical hospitality of Jesus!"--Brian Zahnd,
Pastor of Word, Life Church (St. Joseph, MO), and
author of A Farewell to Mars "This book will press
you toward a closer walk, a deeper love, and an
undaunted life of following Jesus. Carl disarms the
reader with his warm and engaging style, yet
delivers deep biblical truth about what it means to be
a fearless disciple. As a Lebanese immigrant to the
States, I can promise you that Carl clearly
understands the culture and made me yearn for
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home. I was deeply moved by what God will do
through us when we simply say yes."--Lina
AbuJamra, MD, pediatric ER doctor and author of
Stripped "Even if you don't like biographical books by
missionaries, you are going to love this one. It's so
much more than the story of a family learning how to
live gracefully among Muslims. This is a text on
overcoming fear, learning how to trust strangers, and
allowing God to guide all you do."--Tony Campolo,
PhD, Eastern University "Written with real-life
integrity and humor, this story explodes with
invitations--to risk, to trust, to imagine, to open, to
more . . ."--Wm. Paul Young, author of The Shack
Yes, It's Hot in Here explores the entertaining history
of the mascot from its jester roots in Renaissance
society to the slapstick pantomime of the Clown
Prince of Baseball, Max Patkin, all the way up to the
mascots of the slam-dunk, rock-and-roll, Jumbotron
culture of today. Along the way, author AJ Mass of
ESPN.com (a former Mr. Met himself) talks to the
pioneers among modern-day mascots like Dave
Raymond (Phillie Phanatic), Dan Meers (K. C. Wolf),
and Glenn Street (Harvey the Hound) and finds out
what it is about being a mascot that simply won't
leave the performer. Mass examines what motivates
high school and college students to compete for the
chance to wear a sweaty animal suit and possibly
face the ridicule of their peers in the process, as well
as women who have proudly served as mascots for
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teams in both the pro and amateur ranks. In the
book's final chapter, Mass climbs inside a mascot
costume one more time to describe what it feels like
and, perhaps, rediscover a bit of magic.
The adventures of the time witches is a sequel to the
eight skulls of Teversham, after following the family
line of witches through the ages to the modern times
in the twentieth century, two time travelling witches
journey through time and space seeking answers to
many unanswered questions about their origin and
about the many secrets kept by the cave dwellers of
northern Scotland then known as Alba. Natasha and
Crystal meet up with witches, vampires and many
strange aliens as they pursue their quest with them
at the start of the journey is a android called Foster,
a goblin called Shimick and Shanice a teenage
witch. They travel back where the witches began, at
their origins in Scotland. They were said to have
obtained their powers as a result of super nova in
space, this caused meteors to hail from the skies
containing high levels of gamma radiation, which as
a rule would be harmful to anybody. The energy
omitted from the rock gave them great powers that
they were unable to understand or appreciate in
some cases, this caused a division in the tribe of
cave dwellers resulting in the introduction of two
kinds of witches, the white witches who were peace
lovers who used their powers for good and the dark
witches who were evil and used their powers to
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destroy and dominate other species.
Muslims and African Americans are the two most
misunderstood groups in America today, yet both
groups have been a part of American life from its
beginning. Today, it is the African American that
most represents the aspirations of both groups. They
are a new peoplea people who have overcome a
history of oppression yet retained the good human
character that is the saving grace of humanity. But
we first have to acknowledge that we all have one
Creator, share one common origin, and are part of
one brotherhood of man. It is this people, the African
American Muslim, that represents those ideals and
who presents a model for humanity going forward.
In this laughter-through-tears memoir, Sallie
Weissinger, a late-in-life widow, recounts the highs
and lows of navigating the tricky online dating world
of the 2000s. Interwoven throughout her adventures
in search of a new relationship are stories from her
childhood as a military brat, her southern heritage,
her various marriages, and the volunteer work in
Central and South America that helped her keep
moving forward through it all. Weissinger keeps her
sense of humor as she meets men who lie, men who
try to extort money, and men with unsavory pasts.
When she experiences even more loss, her search
for a partner becomes less important, but—with the
help of friends and dogs—she perseveres and,
ultimately, develops her own approach to meeting
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“HIM.” Blending the deeply serious and the
lighthearted, Yes Again shows us that good things
happen when we open up our minds and hearts.
Nan Holloway, a one-time network TV
correspondent, is now barely making it as a PR
consultant in small Upstate New York. Enter Alex
Rayburn—a silver-haired man-about-town and a
matchless detective, at least in his own mind. Life
quickly changes for Nan, leaving her both titillated
and terrified. In Adventure One: Reappearing
Persons, Nan spots an ominous figure from the past
and a missing woman reappears—dead. Nan and
Alex are brought together in an uneasy partnership
that turns out to be more dangerous—and more
fun—than either of them anticipated. In Adventure
Two: Unrelated Incidents, a cigar store Indian is
stolen from Alex’s favorite tobacco emporium, and
Nan learns of a threat made to a Native American
environmental activist. Can the problematic pair
uncover the sinister connection between these
seemingly unrelated incidents without falling prey to
a ruthless landowner and his murderous minions?
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